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INTRODUCTION
SUPAFLOOR PANEL Flooring System
The BuildItEco Supafloor Panel Flooring System consists of:




Supafloor Panel. An insulated flooring panel manufactured with a sheet of M grade
Expanded Polystyrene sandwiched between a sheet of 10 mm High Strength
Supaboard (top) and 6 mm Standard Supaboard (bottom)
PVC Joining Tongues, and 6mm Supaboard fillets (for the Supafloor panel to
18mm Supaboard interface).
Supaboard Flooring T&G. 18 mm thickness as required for use in wet areas,
eliminating the need to check out joists to allow for the step down.

The BUILDITECO Supafloor Panel System has unique features, which makes it a
compelling choice in flooring for the construction industry. The system offers an extensive
range of flooring options and solutions. This flooring system can be used in a variety of
applications, whether it is a new building such as offices, shops, transportable buildings, kit
homes, or for additions and renovations to an existing building. Both the Supafloor Panels
and Supaboard are excellent products to receive a wide variety of floor coverings.
This installation manual provides information and details merely as a guide for its intended
applications.
Product Range and Details
Thickness: Overall panel thickness of 53 mm is standard for use with 450mm or 600 mm joist
centres. (Other thicknesses are available to special order.)
Dimensions:
Panels: 2700 mm x 1200 mm are standard.
Special Orders: Supafloor Panel can be ordered to specific sizes on request (to a maximum
length of 3000 mm and maximum width of 1200 mm).

Special Features
1. Acoustic, Supafloor Panel complies with the BCA requirement for impact noise loss
between floors in multi-occupancy dwellings. As tested a result of L'nT,w 59 was
obtained.
2. Insulating, Supafloor Panel will give an R1.2 increase in total R value to your
complete floor system.
3. Termite resistance, Supafloor is termite resistant, using RMax Perform Guard EPS.
4. Low embodied Energy, Supaboard is also recyclable.
5. Asbestos free, non-toxic and non-allergenic.
6. Moisture and weather resistant, with no special requirements for on-going
maintenance.
7. Unique, wet area step down allowing for screeds to get correct fall in wet areas.
(water proofing membranes must be applied as required by the BCA).
8. Engineered, Supafloor complies with the Australian Loading Code AS 1170.1 for
both domestic and commercial applications.
9. Light Weight, 53mmx1200mmx2700mm weight is only 61kg or just under 19kg M2.
10. Fast, installation times due to the unique installation method.
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Product Installation Requirements:
Products/Accessories/Tools you will need:
Supafloor Panels, with PVC bead

Accessories
Fixing to Steel.
Ideal Fasteners.
WDR10070R.
Fixing to timber.
Ideal Fasteners.
CQR10075R
Soudal SM 35 or
Bostik Seal and flex
Supaprime
Soudal SM35

Description
10g x75 mm CSK
Rib Wing.

Board Size:
Length(mm)

Width
(mm)

Thickness
(mm)

2700mm

1200mm

53mm

Tools
Level/Straight Edge

Description
For checking the
levels and ensuring
straightness of joist
frame.

Brush

For cleaning surface
of edges of panel.
For application of
Adhesive Sealant.
For cutting the
panels.

10 g x 75 mm CSK
Rib Square Drive.
Expansion Joints
Sealant
To seal and prime
floor surface.
For use as adhesive
to Joists, tongues,
panels and fillets

Barrel Gun or
Caulking Gun
Diamond Tip Power
Saw

Joist Types.
Floor joists may be steel or timber and would normally be specified by the project engineer or
architect. To allow for the most efficient fixing of the flooring we recommend that the
thickness is not less than 45mm joists and 35mm trimmers. The readily available standard
steel and timber joist framing systems are suitable for the Supafloor Panel Flooring System.
Timber Frame.
If timber joist systems are used, the manufacturer’s specifications for the system must comply
with AS 1684.2 ‘Residential Timber-Framed Construction’. The Timber used for Residential
construction must have a level of durability appropriate to the anticipated exposure conditions
and expected service life. The joist thickness at the board joints must be a minimum of
45mm. We recommend that a perimeter beam is used around the building or noggin at the
ends. This will help spread the load across the panel when fixing down the wall plate and
frame.
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Steel Frame
Steel framing systems must be in accordance with the relevant Australian Standards. The steel
frame must also have the appropriate level of durability to prevent corrosion. The steel frame
must have a minimum flange width of 45mm for where the ends of the panels join.

Acoustic Performance
Supafloor Panels complies with the BCA requirement for impact noise loss between floors in
multi-occupancy dwellings, which is a noise level not exceeding 62dB.
This makes it an ideal choice or “upstairs extensions” in new and existing single family
dwellings. Please note the on-site testing carried out in this application, (which gave an impact
noise measurement of 59dB) provides an indication of performance in other applications, not a
guarantee. The full acoustic report is available on request.
Wet Areas
We recommend that in wet areas, 18 mm thick Supaboard flooring is laid rough side upwards
with maximum spans of 450mm joist centers. This provides a 35mm set down without the
need to check out joists. After the board is laid it must be sealed with Supaprime before laying
the waterproofing membrane and tiling.

Movement/Control Joints
A control joint is necessary for every floor space that exceeds 8 meters in any direction.
Refer to diagram No.6.

Fixing Spacing
Edge of panel fasteners must be fixed at a minimum of 50 mm from the edge of each Supafloor
Panel. End of panels should be fastened by skewing (angled) driven from a minimum of 30mm
from the panel end. The distance between fasteners should not exceed 370mm except where
you have mid span joints.

Cutting
The Supafloor Panels can be cut easily with a power saw. Finer cuts are achieved by using
diamond tipped blades, to get a sharp neat edge cut the board or panel with the teeth of the
blade coming through the face you wish to be seen. Service holes may be created by using
drills, hole saws or jigsaws. Large holes can also be formed by drilling a number of holes
around the perimeter of the opening to be formed and then punching out the center.
NB: Please observe usual Occupation Health and Safety Practices as dust will result
from mechanical cutting.
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Laying Supafloor Panels
Supafloor Panels must be laid with the 10 mm thick (pink) leaf side up.
A 6mm or 10mm thick Supaboard fillet must be installed on the edge of panels to wet area
flooring, refer diagram 5 section D. All other joints along panels must incorporate the PVC
joining tongue.

After laying the panels, sealing with Supaprime before loading the floor is not essential, this
can be done later once the wall frame and roof has been constructed. If rain or constant
moisture will be present during the construction process sealing as soon as possible is
recommended.

It is important to read the PDS (Product Data Sheet) prior to priming the surface.
Cold temperatures when using a water based system can be an issue, generally the surface and
ambient temperatures must be above 10 degree C, also following the application for at least 6
hours to allow the primer to cure, if not this can cause poor adhesion of the primer to the
surface.

Where you have high salt spray near coastal areas sealing will need to be done once building is
fully enclosed, salt spray can affect the adhesive performance of the Supaprime.

If Supafloor Panels become wet during installation, simply allow to dry and prime as soon as
possible after drying. Supaprime must be allowed to air dry before installing any floor covering
or water proofing membrane.

Lay Supafloor Panels across the joists and either trim the panels to ensure the end of panel falls
on a joist, or install two trimmers 90mm x 35mm minimum thickness as supports under the end
panel joint, refer diagram 2.

Installation Method
Step 1
 Ensure that Supafloor Panels are laid with the 10mm (pink) side upwards.
 Lay floor boards across the joists, preferably running at right degree angles to the
joists.
 If the floor set out requires end to end mid span joints, trimmers must be installed,
refer to diagrams 1 and 2. Using trimmers to support the mid span joint, this will save
wastage and installation time on site.
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Diagram No. 1 – Supafloor Panel Layout
1,200 mm

1,200 mm

SCREW LAYOUT

JOIST
PANEL SIZE

2700mm STANDARD OR 2400mm and 3000mm ON REQUEST

600mm/450mm

366 mm
50 mm

366 mm

366 mm

50 mm
50 mm

TRIMMER LAYOUT
550 mm

550 mm

SECT A

50 mm

SECT B

SECT C

FLOOR JOISTS
TIMBER OR STEEL

SCREWS AS SPECIFIED
IN THE PRODUCT
INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE
50mm FROM EDGE
90mmx35mm
TRIMMER MINIMUM
FOR JOINT
FIXED INTO JOIST
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Balcony Areas
Balcony areas can also use the 18mm thick Supaboard flooring laid rough side upward with
max span 450mm joist centers.
The set down for balconies will depend on areas wind classification region to
AS4654.2 – 2012.
Refer diagram and table below:
DOOR FRAME

FINISHED FLOOR HEIGHT

Refer to table A1
SUPAFLOOR PANEL

FINISHED FLOOR HEIGHT
SCREED

18mm SUPABOARD

JOIST
JOIST

45mm

Ref AS4654.2 - 2012
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Step 2
 Supafloor Panels are to be fixed to joists with the appropriate fasteners depending on
whether steel or timber joists are being used. Refer diagrams and the Product
Installation Requirements table.
 Apply an10mm bead of adhesive to joists, and place the first Supafloor Panel,
ensuring it is correctly aligned. Screw Panel into place. Please note, refer to table for
recommended adhesives and fixings.
 Thoroughly clean the Panel edges and groove, with a brush.
 Push the PVC joining tongue into the groove located below the top 10mm pink sheet.
 Apply small 4mm bead of Supaboard adhesive along the Panel edge above the PVC
tongue, and another bead at about the mid height of the EPS core. It is good to have
some excess adhesive ooze to the top surface. This can be spread flat with a spatula
once the adjoining panels are fixed in place, ensuring the joint is fully sealed.
Step 3
 The next floor panel is then installed following Step 2 (above).



It is not essential that panels are tightly butted together, however firm and up to a
3mm gap is acceptable; this would need to be carried through each run so as to keep
everything square and in align.
Continue with the installation process until floor area is completed.

Diagram No. 2

PANEL END JOINT ALONG JOISTS
Sect A
SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN THE
30mm

PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE
30mm FROM EDGE
HS SUPABOARD 10mm

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE

CORE: 37mm EPS
SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF JOIST

STANDARD 6mm SUPABOARD

JOIST (TIMBER OR STEEL)

*Patent Pending
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Diagram No. 3

PANEL JOINT MID JOIST
WITH 90mmx35mm TRIMMER
Sect B
SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN THE
PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE
SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
HS SUPABOARD 10mm

CORE: 37mm EPS
STANDARD 6mm
SUPABOARD

SPECIFIED
ADHESVE
APPLIED TO TOP
OF JOIST

90mmx35mm TRIMMER MINIMUM
FOR JOINT
FIXED INTO JOIST

JOIST (TIMBER OR STEEL)

Diagram No. 4

PANEL END PVC JOINT ACROSS
JOISTS (Sect C)
SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN THE
PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE
SPECIFIED ADHESIVE

HS SUPABOARD 10mm

CORE: 37mm EPS

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF JOIST

STANDARD SUPABOARD 6mm

JOIST (TIMBER OR STEEL)
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Diagram No. 5

WET AREA SETDOWN JOINT
with wall plates - Sect D
BATTEN SCREW TO
ENGINEERS SPEC

95mm x 35mm
WALL PLATE

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED
HS SUPABOARD (MGO)
FILLET
FLOOR TILES

95mm x 35mm DOUBLE
WALL PLATE - AT
PERIMETER WALLS

HS SUPABOARD 10mm
SCREED TO WET AREA
DRAINAGE WASTE

CORE: 37mm EPS
STANDARD SUPABOARD 6mm

50mm

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
APPLIED WET AREA

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF JOISTS

18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING
SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN THE
PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE

DOUBLE JOIST
(TIMBER OR STEEL)

Step 4
 Remove any excess adhesive sealant that has not been spread flat in step 2 by cutting
with a trimming blade.
Step 5
 Clean the surface of the installed Supafloor Panels with a broom.
 Ensure the surface is free of particles, dust and excess adhesive sealant.
 The surface needs to be coated with Supaprime, primer and sealer evenly across the
floor as soon as possible after laying; surface and ambient temperature must be above
10 degree C to prime.
 Please note to read the Product Data Sheet for Supaprime, this can be found and
downloaded from our website.
 When dry install the floor tiles or other floor finishes in accordance with the product
manufacturer’s specifications.
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Diagram No. 6 – Typical Floor Expansion Joint

TYPICAL EXPANSION JOINT DETAIL

PVC JOINING TONGUE
6mm

POLYURETHANE
MASTIC

NB: A movement joint must be provided through both the Supafloor Panel and rigid
floor finish such as tiles at approximately 8m intervals. A 6mm wide movement joint is
required see diagram No 6. It shall be filled with polyurethane adhesive sealant.
Movement joints are also required for areas where the Supafloor Panel adjoins another
flooring substrate such as concrete or timber.
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Installation Tips
 Use two sausage guns with different size nozzles, 1 small 4mm for adhesive on top of
bead between panels. 1 large 10mm nozzle for adhesive under bead between panels
and for adhesive to joist.
 Use a standard tungsten tip power saw, cut the panel with 10mm pink board facing
down.
 Set fixing drill to correct tension, don’t over tighten screws, if panel compresses back
of to release pressure then crew back so screw head is flush to top sheet of panel.
 Use a good 10mm bead of adhesive to joist, get panels close to each other before
setting down, this way you won’t spread the adhesive out between the joist and panel.
 It’s ok to have up to a 3mm gap between the top sheets, make sure you have a good
amount of adhesive between the panels as the 1st tip explains. You would need to
continue this through the whole job so as to keep everything aligned and square.
 Sometime the sheets in the thickness of the panel do not line up perfectly, this is the
reason why we can leave up to a 3mm gap between panels, and this will give the
tolerance needed for imperfect panels. It’s a good idea to check each panel before
installation, we do our best to check each panels during production to be within a
2mm tolerance.
 Check under the panel and joist that the adhesive has not spread too much, also check
panel joints, if needed fill between joist and panel with adhesive.
 When building on top of the panel, with the wall plate don’t over tension the baton
screw through to the joist, especially on the edge of the building, this can also
compress the panel, tension firm to the top of the timber plate is enough.
 Where you have heavy traffic areas, in like in hall ways etc during the construction
process, it’s a good idea to have some protection down like ply or boards, especially
in wet conditions.
Membranes and Finishes
For wet area applications this Installation Manual must be read in conjunction with water
proofing product manuals, details and requirements. All water proofing requirements of the
relevant regulations must be satisfied in accordance with the Australian Standard AS 3740.
Maintenance
There is no requirement for any special maintenance of Supafloor Panels. Simply follow the
respective manufacturers’ requirements for the floor finish used.
Conditions of Warranty
BuilditEco warrants that the product shall be free from manufacturing defects and shall be
subject to the General Terms and Conditions of Sale (available at www.builditeco.com.au).

Revised

Jan

2020

SUPABOARD WET AREA FLOORING
INTRODUCTION
SUPABORD Flooring System
BUILDITECO’ Supaboard has unique features, it is rigid and extremely tough but also
practical and very versatile, which makes it a compelling choice in flooring solutions for the
construction industry. The BuilditEco Supaboard’ tongue and groove floor system offers an
extensive range of flooring options and solutions. This flooring system can be used in a
variety of applications, whether it is a new building e.g. offices, shops, transportable’s, kit
homes, or additions and renovations to an existing building. Supaboard is ideal for:
sub-floors; suspended floors and areas where moisture resistance is necessary. It is also an
excellent product to receive a wide variety of floor coverings.
Using Supaboard in your next project will not only provide you with a cost effective
alternative to other products, but it will also give you the satisfaction of knowing that you are
using a product with superior sustainability credentials.

This installation manual provides information and details merely as a guide for its intended
applications.
Product Range and Details
Thickness: 18mm is standard (16mm on request)
Dimensions: 900mm (W) x 1200mm (W); 2400mm (L); 2700mm(L)
Special Orders: Supaboard Flooring can be ordered to specific sizes on request (max. length
3000mm).

Special Features of the Product
11. No special treatments required for termite resistance
12. Convenient T&G system
13. Recyclable and Low Embodied Energy
14. Asbestos Free & Non-Toxic
15. Weather resistant and durable
16. No special requirements for on-going maintenance
17. Moisture Resistant
18. Can be used as a substrate in wet areas
19. BAL 40 compliant.
20. Non-combustible material and complies with AS1530.1
21. Complies with the Australian Loading Code AS 1170.1
22. 25% lighter than compressed cement sheeting
23. Economical
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Product Installation Requirements:
Products/Accessories/Tools you will need:
Floor Board with Tongue and Groove

Accessories
Fixings
Steel & Timber
screws or
Nails Galvanized
Backing Rod

Spatula

Supaprime

Polyurethane
Soudal SM35 or
Bostik
Seal n Flex FC

Board Size: Width
Length(mm) (mm)

Thickness
(mm)

2400/2700

18/16

900/1200

Description
Steel
10GX40WTG
Timber
50mm Chipboard
screws.
Movement Joints

Tools
Level/Straight Edge

Description
For checking the
levels and ensuring
straightness of joist
frame

Drill

For applying
Polyurethane
Adhesive
To seal and prime,
Finishing Floor
surface
For use as
Adhesive to joist
and Expansion
joints

Brush

For screw fixing
floor boards to joist
frame
For cleaning surface
of edges of board

Barrel or sausage Gun

For application of
Adhesive Sealant

Tungsten Tip Power
Saw

For cutting the
boards

Joist Types
Floor joists may be steel or timber and would normally be specified by the project engineer or
architect; with consideration given to size and spacing. To allow for the most efficient fixing
of the floor boards we recommend that the thickness of the joists and trimmers when used is
not less than 45mm. The readily available standard steel and timber joist framing systems are
suitable for the Supaboard Flooring System.
Timber Frame
If timber joist systems are used, the manufacturer’s specifications for the system must comply
with AS 1684.2 ‘Residential Timber-Framed Construction’. The Timber used for Residential
construction must have a level of durability appropriate to the anticipated exposure conditions
and expected service life. The joist thickness at the board joints must be a minimum of
45mm.
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Steel Frame
Steel framing systems must be in accordance with the relevant Australian Standards. The
steel frame must also have the appropriate level of durability to prevent corrosion. The steel
frame must have a minimum flange width of 45mm per board joint.
Laying Supaboard
Supaboard flooring can be laid rough side up or smooth side up, however we recommend
rough side up in most instances to gain adhesive qualities for waterproofing system if
required or tiling and alike.
After laying the board, sealing with Supaprime is recommended before loading the floor, if
rain or constant moisture will be present during the construction process sealing is
recommended to be done once flooring has dried later in the construction process. Supaprime
is recommended before another product is applied the floor surface, EG carpet, timber floor
or tiles. This will ensure adhesion of another product to the floor system.
Primer Sealer
It is important to read the PDS (Product Data Sheet) prior to priming the surface.
Cold temperatures when using a water based system can be an issue, generally the surface and
ambient temperatures must be above 10 degree C, also following the application for at least 6
hours to allow the primer to cure, if not this can cause poor adhesion of the primer to the
surface.
Wet Areas
We recommend that in wet areas or if system will be exposed to constant moisture during
construction, lay the board rough side up and maximum spans at 450mm stud centers. After
board is laid it must be sealed with Supaprime before loading the floor.
Movement/Control Joints
The tongue and groove method of fixing provides for a 2mm wide expansion joint for
movement. In any event, a control joint will be necessary for every floor space that exceeds
8m in any direction.
Fixing Spacing
Fasteners must be fixed at a minimum of 25mm from the edge of each floorboard. The
distance between the centers of the fasteners on joints must not exceed 300mm.
Nailing (galvanized) to timber joist at maximum 200mm centers.
Cutting
The floor boards can be cut easily with a power saw. Finer cuts are achieved by using
power tools such as a circular saw, jig saw, bench top saw etc. Service holes may be
created by using drills, hole saws or jigsaws. Holes can also be formed by drilling a
number of holes around the perimeter of the opening to be formed and then punching out
the center.
NB: Please observe Occupation Health and Safety Practices as dust will result from
mechanical cutting.
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Installation Method
Step 1
1. Ensure that the correct thickness of floor board is being used (usually specified by the
architect or engineer).
2. Ensure the correct thickness for the joist centers/frame and to make certain the floor
joist is level.
3. Lay floor boards across the joists, preferably running at right angles to the joists. In
some situations the boards may be required to run parallel to the joists.
4. Mid-span joints can be achieved with 3 x 90mm x 35mm timber trimmers; however
this may not be possible with a steel joist system, see below set out drawing.
Diagram No. 1A - Floor Board Layout
900mm

STEEL OR TIMBER JOISTS
MAX. 600mm SPACING

900mm Board width

Sheet ends joints to be
offset

SCREW SETOUT
25mm
25mm
286mm
286mm
286mm

Mid Span Joint
(Same as Supafloor)
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Diagram No. 1B – Mid-span Joint

1-2mm
25mm

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF
JOISTS AND JOINTS

18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING

SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN
THE PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE

STEEL OR TIMBER
FLOOR JOIST

90mmx35mm TRIMMER

MAX 600mm

Step 2
1. Floor boards to be fixed to steel or timber joists with the appropriate fasteners
depending on board thickness and also depending on steel or timber joists.
2. Make sure the boards are clean and free of dust, especially in the groove.
3. Apply an 8mm bead of polyurethane adhesive (as specified) onto the joist.
4. Lay the board down and secure with fixings, at 300mm centers.

Step 3
1. Apply an 8mm bead of polyurethane adhesive sealant to the grooved edge of the
board, this will adhere and seal when the tongue and groove are pushed together, a
2mm gap is acceptable tolerance, or hard up to lock the boards together, see
expansion joint requirements.
2. Lay the next board and push the tongue and groove together, wipe excess adhesive as
you go. This should completely fill the joint.
3. Next floor board to be installed follow step 2 (above).
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Diagram No. 2 – Floor Fixed Joint
18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING
25mm
MIN.

1-2mm

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF
JOISTS AND JOINTS

SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN
THE PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE

STEEL OR TIMBER FLOOR JOIST (Max spacing 600mm)

Diagram No. 3 – Floor End Joint
18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING
25mm
MIN.

1-2mm

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF
JOISTS AND JOINTS

SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN
THE PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE

STEEL OR TIMBER
FLOOR JOIST
(Max spacing 600mm)

45mm
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Step 4
1. Remove excess polyurethane adhesive sealant as you go.
2. For wet areas we recommend applying polyurethane adhesive sealant over the
countersunk screw heads so moisture during waterproofing won't
want effect the fixings.
NB: Standard practice is to completely water proof the wet area prior to applying a
cement screed. The area is then tiled (in most cases)
Diagram No. 4 – Tiled Floor layout
TILES
SCREED
STEEL OR TIMBER
FLOOR JOIST
(Max spacing 600mm)

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF
JOISTS AND JOINTS
18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING
WATER PROOFING
MEMBRANE

SUPAPRIME

Step 5
1. Clean the surface of the installed floor boards with a broom.
2. Ensure the surface is free of particles, dust and excess adhesive sealant.
3. Surface has to be prepared for the application and installation of tiles, carpet or any
other decorative floor finishes.
4. Apply Supaprime evenly across the floor prior to applying tile adhesive or floor
coverings. We recommend testing the tile adhesive or any other adhesive on a small
area to check proper adhesion, we recommend a flexible tile adhesive in all
conditions.
5. Install the floor tiles or other floor finishes in accordance with the product
manufacturer’s specifications.
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Diagram No. 5A – Floor End Expansion Joint
18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING
8mm

25mm
MIN.

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF
JOISTS AND JOINTS

5mm

BACKING ROD
SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN
THE PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE

STEEL OR TIMBER
FLOOR JOIST
(Max spacing 600mm)

45mm

NB: A movement joint must be provided through both the floor boards and the
tiles/marble at every 5m length of floor. A 8mm wide movement joint is required. It
shall be filled with polyurethane adhesive sealant over a foam backing rod. Movement
joints are also required for areas where the floor board adjoins another flooring
substrate such as concrete or timber.
Diagram No. 5B – Floor Fixed Expansion Joint
18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING
25mm
MIN.

8mm

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF
JOISTS AND JOINTS

BACKING ROD

SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN
THE PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE

STEEL OR TIMBER FLOOR JOIST (Max spacing 600mm)
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Diagram No. 6A – Wet Area Expansion Joint Detail 1
WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
BACKING ROD

SCREED

8mm

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF JOISTS
AND JOINTS

TILE

TILE

18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING

FIBREGLASS BRIDGING MESH
50mm
MIN.

SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN
THE PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE

STEEL OR TIMBER FLOOR JOIST (Max spacing 600mm)

Diagram No. 6B – Wet Area Expansion Joint Detail 2
SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF JOISTS
AND JOINTS

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
BACKING ROD

SCREED

8mm

TILE

TILE

18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING

FIBREGLASS BRIDGING MESH
SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN THE
PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE

STEEL OR TIMBER FLOOR JOIST
(Max spacing 600mm)

45mm
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Supafloor Panel
This install guide can be used in conjunction with the Supafloor installation guide.
Refer to Drawing No 7 for wet area set downs with Supafloor panel.
Diagram No. 7 – Wet Area Setdown Joint Detail
BATTEN SCREW TO
ENGINEERS SPEC

95mm x 35mm
WALL PLATE

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED
HS SUPABOARD (MGO)
FILLET
FLOOR TILES

95mm x 35mm DOUBLE
WALL PLATE - AT
PERIMETER WALLS

HS SUPABOARD 10mm
SCREED TO WET AREA
DRAINAGE WASTE

CORE: 37mm EPS
STANDARD SUPABOARD 6mm

50mm

WATERPROOF MEMBRANE
APPLIED WET AREA

SPECIFIED ADHESIVE
APPLIED TO TOP OF JOISTS

18mm SUPABOARD FLOORING
SCREWS AS SPECIFIED IN THE
PRODUCT INSTALLATION
REQUIREMENTS TABLE

DOUBLE JOIST
(TIMBER OR STEEL)

Membranes and Finished
For wet area applications this Installation Manual must be read with water proofing product
manuals, details and requirements. All water proofing requirements of the
relevant regulations must be satisfied in accordance with the Australian Standard AS 3740.
Maintenance
General regular cleaning and maintenance of the surface of the floor, junctions and any
penetration is required. This includes the regular cleaning and maintenance of relevant
component materials in compliance with the respective manufacturers’ requirements.
Conditions of Warranty
BuilditEco warrants that the product shall be free from manufacturing defects and shall be
subject to the General Terms and Conditions of Sale (available at www.builditeco.com.au).
Disclaimer
Whilst the information contained in this document is based on data which to the best of our knowledge
was accurate and reliable at the time of preparation, no responsibility can be accepted by us for
errors and omissions. The provisions in this information should not be construed as a
recommendation to use any of our products in violation of any patent rights or in breach of any
statute or regulation. BuilditEco makes no representations towards the suitability of the product for
the customer’s requirements. Users are advised to make their own determination as to the suitability
of this information in relation to their particular purpose and specific circumstances. Since the
information contained in this document may be applied under conditions beyond our control, no
responsibility can be accepted by us for any loss or damage caused by any person acting or refraining
from action as a result of this information.
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